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Why more?

• More sites accessed, and some sites remained active for months

• Some very revealing back-and-forth discussions

• Massive public fascination with describing the unearthly experience

• Together with report on the Oregon/Washington reentry fireball 
swarm, these compilations indicate the advent of diminishing returns 
for the effort to produce  repeated  reports on new events…  
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links
• Dec 7, 2020 == My updated analysis of the UFO sightings from the October 24, 

2020, Hawaiian Islands event that resulted from the re-entry of satellite 2008-055B 

[NORAD object #33415].  The report has been expanded to add two witness 

drawings, a number of new witness descriptions, and additional information on 

historical precedents of the same type of event:

• http://www.satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/hawaii_mothership_final2.pdf

• And   http://www.astronautix.com/data/hawaii-mothership-release.pdf

• ======================      

ORIGINAL REPORT: Hawaii mothership [oct 24, 2020]  -- my nov 12 report of 

pattern of satellite reentries creating fireball swarms that trigger such perceptions 

• http://www.satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/hawaii_mothership_FINAL_1A.pdf
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NASA ALUMNI LEAGUE [JSC, HOUSTON]   4 Feb 2021 2:30 PM, CST

• Where: Zoom Meeting

• EVENT DETAILS:   Jim Oberg -- My lifelong interest in how the public perceives and 
misperceives spaceflight has led me down another strange trail. One unexpected spin-off 
of spaceflight activities is a deeper understanding of human perception of bizarre night 
sky apparitions -- caused by fireball swarms from reentering satellites. Particularly with 
large objects such as upper stages, these swarms have been misperceived as lights 
mounted on large structure of unknown [even non-human] origin. This misidentification 
effect has been documented for decades with observers from all continents, cultures, 
professions, and ages. Aside from insights these serendipitous 'blind testings' can give, 
these experiences also provide insight into the fundamental misunderstandings in the 
general public about the realities of space flight and the wildly imaginary explanations 
conjured up to account for these events.

• Fireball Swarms from Satellite Reentries
[please excuse the rough start operating the app]
• https://youtu.be/kdkbJ-4r2ZY

• presentation charts    http://jamesoberg.com/ufo/fireball.pdf
•
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What follows…..

• Compilation of additional comments from witnesses and from 
viewers of posted videos.
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Strategy of exploitation of this compilation

• Seek detailed eyewitness reports – skip forward as desired

• Tolerate occasional accidental repetition of comments

• Note specific mentions of rationale for rejecting reentry fireball 
swarm explanation based on fundamental flaws in understanding of 
basic principles of space flight [pinpointing public education failure]
• Single object with lights of structure, visible hull shape

• Flight of a fleet of objects keeping deliberate formation

• Meteors always have tails and these didn’t

• Horizontal controlled flight [NOT ‘falling down’ is it should]

• Course changes and speed variations

• Absence of local warnings indicates unknown origin
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https://www.nationandstate.com/2020/10/26
/massive-ufo-flies-over-hawaii-video/

• Hawaii residents left scratching their heads after UFO sighting gets 
explained away by MSM as rocket booster.

• The massive UFO appeared to be one large object and was flying at a 
rather slow rate of speed across the nighttime sky at around 3:28 
a.m. Hawaii time [JO: SIC!].

• Twitter user @haynlemon Tweeted: “Yoooo just experienced to most 
craziest $hit ever lol YOU BE THE JUDGE.”

• Of course, the media explained away the sighting as a rocket booster
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Massive ufo flies over…..   2
• [October 28, 2020 at 3:57 pm] Dennis G. again, 

that’s makewavess@yahoo.com So the lights were flying like a space 
craft, It could not be a rocket launcher that would move in a straight 
line and be much smaller, this was huge. It came up and made a left 
turn in the sky above me, it then made another turn to the right and 
then moved upward, it was being controlled or driven, it was making 
turns, this was not some static orbit like a rocket launcher. Also the 
lights had different brightness, the one leading it was brightest like 
a cockpit or lead light, a rocket launcher would have all lights the 
same it seems. It could not be a space link that has thin slices of light 
for miles or a meteor, this was driving laterally moving rather slowly 
and evenly. It could only be an alien craft. Any comments are 
welcome at my email here, especially the man who thinks it was a 
rocket launcher.
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Massive ufo flies over     3

• Dennis Gregory [October 28, 2020 at 3:39 pm] == Mike, I saw it coming up 
from the airport, I live 2 miles up from the airport, it came right up, turned 
and cruised close, it was huge. 

• my emalI makewavess@yaho.com. I’d like to hear what you saw and send 
you my description. A UFO how exciting. Too big and not shaped like some 
kind of rocket launcher. I write a column in West Hawaii.

• Mike:  4 of us saw something very similar on Saturday Oct 24, 2020 at 
around 10:10 pm. The description by John O’Meara doesn’t seem 
congruent with what we saw. There was no indication that this was a large 
object, just bunch of glowing star like objects moving in formation. We 
saw it in Waikoloa Village and it seemed to be above the Mauna Lani 
development and it went over our house toward Mauna Kea.
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BAFFLE HAWAII RESIDENTS
• https://earthfrenzyradio.com/strange-unusual/4677-mysterious-lights-in-the-

night-sky-baffle-hawaii-residents

• People on different islands reported that they saw these lights in the sky on 
Saturday night, Oct. 24, shortly after 10 p.m. We’re told since it was traveling 
east. Residents on the Big Island and Maui probably got a better view.

• “I started videotaping and when they got closer, I start freaking out because I’m 
like, ‘Oh, what in the world is this?” said Molokai resident Kuuip Kanawaliwali. 
“We actually didn’t even know what to think. We didn’t know what it was, where 
it came from,” said Sheri English who also lives on Molokai. “It just appeared. It 
was actually very eerie, eerie feeling.” That was probably what many thought 
when they saw these mysterious bright lights in the night sky.

• But experts from the Mauna Kea observatories offer a simple explanation of what 
they suspect. “So in all likelihood, what they saw last night was the reentry of a 
rocket booster that was from a rocket that was launched in 2008. So a Chinese 
rocket that was boosting up a communication satellite for Venezuela,” said Chief 
Scientist John O’Meara of the W. M. Keck Observatory.

• [more] 
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BAFFLE HAWAII RESIDENTS    2
• It’s likely as the years went by, the orbit of the booster eventually decayed. 

Astronomers found a map of the object’s flight path which was near the Hawaiian 
Islands. The map also provides information predicting when the rocket booster would 
reenter.

• “So we can’t be 100% certain because we don’t have any of the pieces of the debris. 
But the pattern of the lights that we saw in our timelapse combined with this map,” 
said Canada France Hawaii Telescope Strategic Communications Director Mary Beth 
Laychak. “This flight path and the precision at which all of these companies are able 
to estimate where their objects will enter and how they’ll break up is what really 
leads us to believe that this was this Venesat-1 reentering the atmosphere.”

• jenn {Monday 8th Feb 2021} === you can't be 100 percent certain because you don't 
have any samples of the debris .  and ACCORDING TO MY OWN OBSERVATION , it 
appears that the lights were a blinking sort of technology rather than items burning 
up .  I am not a an educated holier than thou probably single living in a basement 
scientist however i do have keen observation capabilities . 

• P Ball {Monday 8th Feb 2021} == Space debris? Really? Look how slow its travelling 
and how long they are filming it. Anything falling from orbit would be angled down 
and travelling very fast and burn up soon too. That is a bunch of objects 
moving in a level path at a steady speed.
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BAFFLE HAWAII RESIDENTS   3
• Pattie Simmons {Monday 8th Feb 2021} == This us truly the most absurd 

explanation I've seen yet. Honestly! It slows down, speeds up, changes 
direction, sits relatively motionless in the sky and SOMEHOW we are all 
supposed to believe it was a piece of FALLING space junk? You folks need a new 
excuse book! The old "lies to Tell Idiots" edition is showing it's age. PLEASE 
STOP treating the public like a group of bib-wearing imbeciles. We really CAN 
tell the difference between a piece of free-falling space debris and an 
intelligently operated vehicle!

• Dirk Becker {Monday 8th Feb 2021} == Unbelievable that THEY still try to tell us 
the most ridiculous explanation.. if it was the debris from some rocket, the 
pieces would enter the atmosphere in a much higher speed, the pieces 
wouldn't burn out in the way the lights are doing and also would leave a tail 
from the melt down. I'm not saying these are extraterrestrial, I'm more than 
convinced that humanity has the technology of antigravity levitation and much 
more.. where we have it from is another story but it's time to stand up against 
THESE so called scientists taking us for ignorant. 
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10/24/20     http://www.nuforc.org/ 
NATIONAL UFO REPORTING CENTER

23:00  Waikiki Triangle 10 minutes Shaped like a wide V or triangle w g F lashing lighits and b
22:02  Kahuku Triangle 57 seconds Unsual lights floating above.
22:01   Honolulu Formation 21 seconds Shark formation floats across the pacific islands of Hawaii
22:01  Kona Cigar Minutes   Video of cigar shaped UFO ship in Kona
22:00  Kula Formation  20 seconds A group of light in the shape of a gigantic ship floating by in 

space upper Kula.
22:00 Honolulu   Rectangle  2 minutes floating scaffolding in T-shape spotted above ocean 

/Diamondhead lookout
21:00  Mokuleia Other 1-2 minutes Cluster of Stars Shaped Like Plane. ((Starlink satellites?
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Nuforc
• 21:00  Mokuleia ==  Cluster of Stars Shaped Like Plane -- Last night at 

Mokuleia Beach, a cluster of lights shaped in a form that almost resembled 
an airplane (the lights forming a long main body and two wings) moved 
slowly and consistently across the sky. I estimate 25-30 lights (maybe there 
were more, but not less), and as it disappeared from view over the ocean, 
it left a faint trail of light where it had been. The trail of light (like a fuzzy 
white glow that the cluster had painted through the sky as it moved) lasted 
about another minute before it faded too.

• 22:00  Honolulu == Above Leahi/Diamond Head lookout spotted many 
lights low in the sky. First thought was airplane, but it was very low and 
much, much larger then a plane. Shape was rectangular, kind of like 
floating scaffolding in T-shape with lights on borders. It was moving 
slowly.. floating past.. hardly any sound. After it was out of sight a plane 
appearing coming from Maui direction.. this confirmed what I saw was not 
a plane cause it was very different.. Also giant white round cloud was 
hovering above..
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nuforc
• 22:00  Kula == I sat up in Kula overlooking Kihei and the ocean from a 

distance when a group of lights presented from the skies seemingly above 
or around Kihei they quickly moved there was upcountry Maui and upon 
getting closer I could see there were many. Easily 100. I couldn’t tell if it 
was one gigantic ship or 100 ships flying in unison. I could tell the ship(s) 
could cloak as it was wavering in this way. It made no sound. As they or it 
went over the house I hurried to the back of the house and saw it continue 
to go up the volcano. It left a magnificence bean/trail behind it. Life 
changing and not my first time seeing UFO’s up here but 
this was beyond imagination.

• 22:01  Kona == Sitting out on the lanai and I thought it was a meteor 
shower but the cluster of lights kept getting closer. The ship was traveling 
very low, too low to be an airplane and did not have colored port and star 
port lights, only clear. This ship made no noise as it was passing by. It also 
left a trail of exhaust like “gas.” The shape seemed to be like a cigar / tube 
and probably the size of a medium sized airplane (without wings)
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nuforc

• Honolulu 22:01 == Shark formation floats across the pacific islands of 
Hawaii.  Somebody says what is that and I look up. Cloudless still night. 
First I fix on the planet Venus which was directly above and then I notice 
stars moving across my way, from right to left. I shout those are fuc4ing 
ufos! And attempt to film. Seeing with my eyes and rewatching a recording 
are two different things. A witness beside me said the formation looked 
invisible and that the cloaking reminded him of the invisibility in the 
game Halo. It was immense and holds a shape that looked like a shark. 
Orbs were different diameters. Some trailing exhaust. Some blinking. One 
was flashing like on fire and it’s flame was reflecting off of itself. I’ve seen 
other videos of the sighting now so I’m definitely mixing my experience 
from what many on the island saw. There’s a report that space debris 
expected on this day however it was for a different time and in the Atlantic 
not the Pacific. “CZ-3B ROCKET BODY (ID 33415)“
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nuforc
• Kahuku 22:02  == Unusual lights floating above.   While leaving work site, I 

noticed some unusual lights above the mountains heading in my direction, it was 
shaped like a large plane, more triangular shape to it though. It moved slow, 
zero sound to it, some big lights outlined the shape while smaller lights twinkled 
throughout its flight. It was a bit scary.

• Waikiki  23:00 ==   Shaped like a wide V or triangle w g Flashing lighits and bluish 
tinT . Hovering moving slowly with no noise only lights reports made from all over 
Oahu hawaii. [link to Tom George facebook entry:]

• https://www.facebook.com/523634054329414/posts/5188298421196264/?vh=e&d=n
• Win Castillo == Saw it too last night Waikele area. I told my wife that couldn’t be Elon 

because he has a trail or strings of lights this one however is in a cluster.
• Tommy Zoeller == We saw this last night at 10 PM!! Was right over the buildings downtown 

Honolulu!! Was SO CLOSE, it could not be satellites! It completely blew our mind.
• Yama$hita == It was seen on Maui too!
• John francis rapoza ==  wassup bro. I seen um Kahului Airport. Look like a giant plane 

or something
• Sherry Armstrong == Looks like a conventional aircraft with cabin lights on.
• Alma Bayomi == It had a form and moved quickly through the air. Go home ET.

•
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UFO? Meteor? — Anyone else see these mysterious lights 
floating around Oahu last night? // October 25, 2020
Tom George // TV Anchor / Reporter for KITV 4 

• https://www.facebook.com/523634054329414/posts/5188298421196264/?vh
=e&d=n

• Luis Malave == Triangular shape UFO

• Win Castillo == Saw it to last night Waikele area. I told my wife that couldn’t be 
Elon because he has a trail or strings of lights this one however is in a cluster.

• Terry Pualoa == What was that?? That's all we need right now, a damn alien 
invasion!!!! Can somebody tell the aliens 2020 is canceled try come back next 
year.

• Andrew Pagan == they aren't even hiding no more. Straight up flying all over 
the planet and there are about 4 races that's affecting earth this time in 
history. its unfolding this year. They want everyone to know about them. 
its gonna shake this planet up.

• Rosalinda M. Chavez == Wow I thought I would be the only one to see this 
thank you for your post.

• Alma Bayomi == It had a form and moved quickly through the air. Go home ET.
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Tom George  #2  of 3
• Jaysen Gomes == it ain't no meteor it was moving slowly and they don't move like that 

why cant people accept its a UFO lol

• Urworst Nitemare == Looked like a slowly moving shooting star but larger.

• Sherry Armstrong == Looks like a conventional aircraft with cabin lights on. BTW how 
close are you to the airport?

• Arlene Sarte =   that’s what made it strange. It was the size of a regular aircraft.

• Bj-Leialoha N Keahi-Javinev== That looks nothing close to a meteor shower. Definitely 
something strange. It’s not satellites either. They move to close to each other to be 
satellites too.

• Kev Mac == I wonder how come all ufo videos no can see the outline of the aircraft even 
though get plenty lights. But when you see one plane or helicopter you can see the 
outline. Weird

• Almut marion ==   different frequency out brain is not used to.

• Danielle Theresa Battisti == Interesting that our skies are not being watched! No one 
knows...even " experts“

• Raine Kush == Why are people calling it lights ??? There was a shape ... an outline .. it 
was a flying ship with lights . Or plane whatever . I was up real high so I seen it closer ... 
mmmm hmmm ... just “lights” okaaaaay
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Tom George  #3 of 3
• Ron Hashiro = There are reports of a satellite recently observed last night around 10 pm. 

This is the likely candidate [snip]

• Tommy Zoeller == was SO LOW.. right above the buildings downtown!! Could not 
possibly be satellites that low in the atmosphere and was not rockets propelling satellites 
anywhere

• Dino Strong == Dat lights was crazy last night...it’s strange, no fighter jets responded to 
those lights last night. Usually, if there’s something in the air unidentifiable, military 
would’ve have had planes in the skies quick....for me , it was no shower of falling rocks 
from space n it was no satellite.....it was something though.....UFO’s maybe....lol

• John Francis Rapoza == wassup bro. I seen um Kahului Airport. Look like a giant 
plane or something

• Kev Mac = I wonder howcome all ufo videos no can see the outline of the aircraft even 
though get plenty lights. But when you see one plane or helicopter you can see the 
outline. Weird

• Almut Marion == different frequency out brain is not used to

• Clinton Kealoha == My friend took this shot in waiehu in Wailuku and I saw it flew right 
over my house in close view with lots of lights and there were a faded white smoke tail 
like in the back. I thought it was a plane but it’s not because there was no sound. Tap the 
picture to blow up close you could actually see it’s a huge rock like, like a meteor.
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Mass UFO Sighting HAWAII - Not StarLink Satellites - 9 Videos by Residents : aliens (reddit.com)
https://www.reddit.com/r/aliens/comments/ji35a5/mass_ufo_sighting_hawaii_not_starlink_satellites/

• Rillington == It’s being described as a satellite reentry. Remember any official 
explanation of the Phoenix Lights was that it was flares, dropped from a plane. They 
certainly seem to move incredibly uniformly horizontally. I’ve seen two satellite 
reentry events and they didn’t look like that. People report seeing a definite shape, a 
craft like a plane. Who knows?

• Starseed_1111 == Here’s what a satellite reentry looks like [JO: Hayabusa interplanetary 
reentry] https://youtu.be/HUSZyu6O9wg you’re right, it looks nothing like that.

• Rillington == Right. The two I saw had distinctive tails and almost visible debris at 
times. Like something burning up in an atmosphere. As opposed to gliding level.

• Thelakeshow1990 == Wow, thanks for this video. The videos in hawaii look absolutely 
nothing like these you posted. This looks like 1 big craft with a bunch of lights…. As i
read the comments i understand the scepticism. Looks like starlink and/or looks like the 
satellite reentry. But when i watch the videos, i 100% feel like im looking at a 
"mothership". Why are all the lights the same distance away from each other the 
whole time. And i feel like you can see an outline, and something between all the 
lights. Like its one big body. Why are the lights blinking? If it was a satellite rentry, 
wouldn't all the debris have a tail? And i dont understand how a heated up piece of 
debris would blink the way those lights are blinking.
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Mass UFO Sighting HAWAII    2

• Minneanimal == Cool vid. I do see some similarities around the 1:30 mark when it starts 
to fully burn up. This would match with witness accounts of it being low flying. Also I 
wonder how much the viewing and vs the entry and could change the appearance of 
streaks to “lights”. However, how anyone would miss the initial entry into atmosphere 
when it’s that bright is beyond me. If that footage exists I would say it’s likely debris at 
end of life. Very interesting either way!

• Karenrollerskates == Insane it looks like a smaller version of the Phoenix lights

• Tamachala == Just watched "Capturing the Light" on Amazon Prime and these look like 
the ufos in the videos. Recommend watching this for another perspective on aliens!

• GraphicsMonster == I saw people commenting on youtube saying they saw the exact 
same thing in Texas and New York city. Maybe by any chance, it is on a tour or maybe 
night patrolling. I just don't wanna sound too crazy....

• Birdguy1000 == I think any ufo with lights is simply never going to be extraterrestrial.

• ChooBoy50 == The most plausible reason I’ve heard is that they’re not lights but what 
their propulsion systems emit.
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Mass UFO Sighting HAWAII   3

• MysticalMindTribe == Witnesses are coming forward saying it was passing 
overhead at a low altitude... Quote from witness Gretchen Watson after seeing 
video - "This same object passed over our coffee farm in Holualoa (Kona side) at 
10pm on 10/24/2020. It was heading toward Mt. Hualalai to the Hilo side of the 
island. It flew very low over us, very quiet and left a white haze/tail for several 
minutes after passing over.“… Hi. Yes, it's certainly been quite a storm of 
controversy, especially as some local residents in Maui, Oahu, and Hawaii swear 
that what they saw was flying low altitude, and they could make out a 
structured single craft. A lot of coincidental things happened on the same day, 
and we at PS think there might have been multiple events occurring at the same 
time. We are still looking into it. Thanks for comment…. So, if you go and look at 
the comments thread on the video, some are very animated for sure, from 
residents there, disputing the Chinese rocket body hypothesis - all makes for an 
interesting read !! Link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9o1HWVjrXU
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Mass UFO Sighting HAWAII   4
• Mr-Raspberryjam == That makes sense to me, whatever method they use to fly 

and manipulate gravity must be very energy intensive, light as a byproduct 
seems plausible. Also some UFOs seem to be pure light and some seem to be 
physical objects with light emitting from them, anyone have some input on that? 
My guess is there are many forms of ETs interacting with Earth and we see 
different objects depending on the ET origin itself.

• Ppadge == Light is radiation created by perturbations in quantum fields. UFO's 
utilize high frequency rotation and vibration, creating multiple fields that are 
superposed over each other and vibrating at the same frequency to create a 
gravitational wave. The "exhaust" from this is radiation, in the form of light.

• Koebelin == Their standard models probably have lights, they just didn't bother 
sending super stealthy versions because they figure slow disclosure is the best 
policy, just enough hints so we aren't completely surprised later.

• MacaManap == Thinking about it – the lights may not show signs of trails like 
other reentering of satellites f.e. – but as it is often discussed, if existing, any kind 
of crafts would not move in an orbital way of entering the atmosphere, but more 
like have gravitational like propulsion system. So thinking this is something else 
than man made stuff reentering the atmosphere kind of debunks itself in tons of 
other chapters. Meh. 
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Platinum Punk 444 ==  I was 
SHOCKED when my friend Jackie 
and I suddenly saw this mother 
ship go above our heads in 
Honolulu, Hawaii 10/24/2020 
heading North. This sucker was 
HUGE!!!!! I panicked and only 
recorded 9 seconds because it was 
moving fast with no sound so I had 
to slow the video and adjust the 
light and contrast etc. 2020 is just 
delivering weirdness every single 
day!!! Jesus... I am still in shock 
and buying a better equipment 
tomorrow ASAP. Something is 
going on.

• https://youtu.be/h1y2QmjrgWE
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punk
• Platinum Punk 444 == I saw the same on Oahu. It was MASSIVE. I posted the 

video on my channel. Dude, i am still blown away…. . Im just sorry i panicked 
and didnt get a better shot

• Diego Gutierrez == I was camping on Waipio valley on the big island. It lasted 
like a minute or 2. I had enough time to decide to pull my phone out, record, 
realize you couldn’t see anything on the video, and then keep watching it. It 
looked like a bunch of independent spaceships entering the atmosphere and 
then slowing down and descending far into the ocean

• Karl Bonenberger == Maui Now YT channel has a decent shot of it.. Looked 
gigantic..

• xJDlst * == This not the star link train?

• Platinum Punk 444 == No. It was HUGE, long like a shape of a giant whale in 
the sky and we could see its outline with the naked eye. All of our neigbors
saw it. They posted their video on YT as well. Go search...
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UFO Mothership spotted over Hawaii!! What else is going to happen?? == 
Super Trump 2020 == https://youtu.be/K2pP4Ddf2_Q

• Super Trump 2020 == I believe is a Us airforce Space force Ship. I believe there 
are no aliens. Please Subscribe if u haven't and please share my videos! Thank 
you!! I saw lights in the sky!!!

• Joshua Bratcher == I really believe it's just the SpaceX satellite system. Or maybe 
an undisclosed earthly aircraft. It seems silly to me to think aliens would bother 
to put lights on their crafts.

• wesley Cornelius == Its not starlink at all look up the new videos uploaded on 
youtube an hour ago its a TRIANGLE the size of an aircraft carrier....search maui
ufo

• Ghosts That Hunt Back TV ==  Major UFO sighting over Hawaii last night. If you 
look closely you can see an outline of a triangle.

• Curtis == Need Some filters put to this Video . To see if We can get a Shape to 
that Object, It Is something there . I Say. https://youtu.be/OHVzuAcWYIg

• Jeffrey Neubauer == It flew silently and slowly over waikoloa at 10:01 or 10:02 
PM. Moving Northwest towards waimea/mauna kea….. Holy $hit you got a video 
of it!. I live in waikoloa hawaii and witnessed it flying over my neighbors house. I 
just finished writing a detailed report on the MUFON website.
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Jeffrey Neubauer
These orbs changed direction when passing waikoloa town. The orbs were very low in the sky, 
clearly below the clouds during most of my personal experience, before ascending into them and 
disappearing on its trajectory toward the area between mauna kea and waimea… [satellite?] Possibly 
the dumbest cover up explanation I have ever heard. This is not what space junk looks like when 
falling through our atmosphere.     …   space junk doesn't continuously change direction in mid air. 
The one time I did see space junk falling into earth atmosphere years ago; it looked like a large 
fireball. These small, perfectly round, glowing white orbs did not look even close to a fireball. They 
all stayed the same size, and the first 5 to 7 never deviated from the V pattern. Anyways, believe 
what you will, maybe one day that will change once you get a first hand experience. 

…. I live in waikoloa hawaii and experienced these orbs up close and personal for over a minute and a 
half. I spent hours today writing a lengthy description on Mufon.com of what had to be the coolest 
moment in my life. These orbs had no trail behind them and they moved very slow across my 
neighbors house. You can check out my full description over on that website if you wish. The news 
tells us that space debris fell from the sky last night; which by all means is probably true, but what I 
witnessed last night was 100% not space debris…. These orbs were under the clouds, not far away 
from me. Some also accelerated and then slowed down. One was spinning in a very tight circle for a 
reason I can't remotely understand. Have you ever seen space junk do that? I didn't think so.
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You Gotta Watch This! What Just Happened 
Over Hawaii? Watch Now! 2020
• Thirdphaseofmoon //  https://youtu.be/i0vXK50GajQ

• Steven Chiverton == looks like a large partially cloaked craft so all your seeing it the body 
lights and the flashing nav lights

• Kerylorbs Multidimensional == Meteors don't randomly blink or move slowly in clusters 
thru our atmosphere.

• Sandip Bhattacharjee == Clearly ..this is a whole craft.. triangular or may be boomerang 
shaped..

• Lali == that is a giant craft

• Shivercanada == First one looks like maybe a secret space program object that was 
scuttled. it really reminds me of the space shuttle disaster coming in. Since they described 
”smoke” it was either a meteor that broke up, a group of small meteors or the 
aforementioned

• paul rorick == Definitely looks solid

• Jersey Stotler == Doesn't look anything like a meteor shower to me looks more like some 
kind of craft

• Adam Rizzi == Plus starlink isn't like hovering over your house, its way up high
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third
• Rafiki Gator == First five examples look like a very silent hovering medium 

sized “aircraft” shape, that has been retrofitted with silent anti-gravity hover
similar to TR-3b. Lighting looks like it was designed to attract attention. 
Interesting !

• Mark Eaton == Meteors look like shooting stars when they come into our 
atmosphere. They don't hang around in groups. They move very fast, and all 
either burn up or hit the ground.

• Josh MacIntyre == ThTs right , that ain’t no meteor.

• Dr Gunsmith == Absolutely this absolutely not Meteors or any other burn up

• Jason == Looks like one big ship.

• Mai Mariarti == OR, It's an exploded satellite. Low orbit says its a military spy 
satellite. Either got shot down, or more likely got hit by a micrometeorite and 
exploded into pieces, and them pieces are coming back home!
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third
• TEX SUN -- How can anyone think the first video is a meteor shower when it 

has a blinking light on it, and it was descending, I wonder where it went??
• Galena L. Barron-Sacson ==Meteors don't have blinking lights...
• gav hinds == They're not meteors either..I don't care what anyone says..
• Jonathan Rosario == Those don't look like meteor showers it's moving too 

slow to be that
• John rizzo == one large shimmering transparent craft?
• Josh MacIntyre == And they also burn up in the atmosphere with causes it to 

have a tail of some sort n this didn’t
• MrJrsdts == Meteors does not travel that slow. Somebody knows what it is. 

It’s reminds me of one of those solar planes with real long wings they could be 
doing a night flight. And they will be running off of batteries so they would be 
silent.

• Valerie Greene`== I can't believe people would actually think these are 
meteors. They don't fly in a clump in unison.
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third
• Venomvip == They do not look like a meteor shower. Maybe debris, but in the 

videos they don’t look like there falling. Looks like a big object?
• Richard Allgood == Definitely some sort of large ufo...nice footage
• Domi393 == Remember what Corey Goode said about the size of the ships 

that they have in space? About 6 football fields and longer? Probably this was 
one of those, not a meteor shover ! The north-west side of Oahu is an 
interesting viewing point for these kind of navy flying machines. Good luck to 
find a viewing spot there, cause everything is non accesible, for obvious 
military reasons.

• Berkant Sokmen == It is a one-piece object.
• P T == Those lights in the shape of a plane is a new quite supersonic plane 

built by Lockheed Martin and yes the plane can not be heard.
• wesley Cornelius == Exactly these are too low to be starlink...i dont

understand how people can mix the two
• Lauren Middleton == Looks like it’s spinning.. like a green diamond... Spinning
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third
• K Bell == How could anyone think it's a meteor shower, why are ignorant people 

always in a rush to expose their stupidity.

• Mags k == Space debris,?,thats a massive solid object with lights, youd have to
be crazy not to see that, oh my lord

• Ramona Ringer == Some kind of craft with, some kind of stealth tech except for 
the lights 

• shawn collins == Look on my channel. Filmed same thing 3 yrs ago Oxnard. 
Someone needs to explain this crap. Same thing all over world. NO ONE IS 
EXPLAINING.! Can't someone send recon to this when it happens? Drone or 
copter to record it. Come on already...

• 2:00 == that thing looks really similar boomerang shape to the video before this, 
the one where it was possibly over an airfield and cut out just before it would 
have flown over the camera? But wasn't that a totally different country? I may be 
wrong but it looks like the side on angle of that sighting to me.

• Fish Tales == it looks like a large Triangular craft , definatly not Meteorites cause
they come down seperatly. This is worrying i hope all these sightings doesnt
mean an invasion, makes me wonder.
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MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS MAUI OCT 24 2020
13,252 views / •Oct 25, 2020 // https://youtu.be/E9NDhDgZsek

• Cluster of Mysterious Lights Observed Across Maui 

• Details: https://bit.ly/3olpqIZ Maui Now received multiple reports of 
a cluster of mysterious lights seen from various parts of the island 
from Kahului in Central Maui to Pukalani, Olowalu and Nāpili on the 
West side. Video sent to us across our various media platforms 
showed a streak of 15-20 twinkling lights slowly pass overhead 
from the north, traveling southeast just after 10 p.m. on Saturday, 
Oct. 24. 2020.

• -----

• Eliot == First of all, this is NOT, Elon Musk's Starlink, Starlink, is 
somewhere on the eastern hemisphere of the planet, no where, near 
Hawaii, so we can count that out, and this is definitely a mothership, over 
the skies of Hawaii, probably not the first, and most likely not the last UFO 
sighting for Hawaii!
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MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS MAUI     P. 2
• Platinum Punk 444 == I saw the same on Oahu. It was MASSIVE. I posted 

the video on my channel. Dude, i am still blown away

• MetafusionandSound1 == Looks like a Mother Ship???

• Platinum Punk 444 == It was a Mothership. We were shocked. All our 
neighbors saw it too.

• Jeffrey Morter== We saw this last night from our patio in Honolulu. Our 
neighborhood is right across Nimitz from the airport. We see air traffic fly 
over all the time, and the size of this was too large to be an aircraft at an 
altitude high enough to be silent to us. My wife insists the shape had a 
silhouette, but I think it was the light of each piece of debris illuminating 
the smoke of all the other pieces. Whatever it was, it was an incredible 
sight to witness in person!.....   [repy] I would say that the entire cluster 
was about the size of my hand. Slightly narrower, but from the leading light 
to the last trailing was about the length of my hand.
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Jeo reply 3

• A satellite reentry fireball swarm, this time.  The perception of a 
structured object with a sharp silhouette and glowing windows  is a 
repeatable, common reaction to a night-time fireball swarm which 
moves nearly horizontally. Examples:  a   meteor disintegrating or 
several aircraft with landing lights. The compelling   proof of this 
possible   explanation has been provided by satellite reentries that 
sometimes  serendipitously create the same visual stimulus -- and the 
same witness misinterpretation -- all around the world, as shown here: 
http://www.jamesoberg.com/1963_kiev-fireball-swarm-rev-B.pdf
•
• Spectacular example  -- France, Nov 1990, 
• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/Oberg/901105-French_wave.pdf
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https://www.reddit.com/r/UF0/comments/ji36rn/
mass_ufo_sighting_hawaii_not_starlink_satellites/
• i_r_jt == It seems people would much rather debunk than believe. I 

personally don’t see this as a satellite re-entry.. some steady lights holding 
shape whilst others blink in a timed fashion.. If the gov don’t want us to 
know, they provide us with a debunk or 2 and the sceptics do the rest for 
them :/

• MysticalMindTribe == Witnesses are coming forward saying it was passing 
overhead at a low altitude... Quote from witness Gretchen Watson after 
seeing video - "This same object passed over our coffee farm in Holualoa
(Kona side) at 10pm on 10/24/2020. It was heading toward Mt. Hualalai to 
the Hilo side of the island. It flew very low over us, very quiet and left a 
white haze/tail for several minutes after passing over.“

• Cammyboom == What gets me is the clear white smoke left very low. No 
one heard a crash? Did it not contact the ground?

• Meandodin == except this had substance. granted, it may have been a 
meteor swarm, but this changed course, from heading north to heading 
east. plus the arc of movement did not seem stratospheric.  
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https://www.reddit.com/r/UFOs/comments/jhzifq/major_sight
ing_over_hawaii_last_night_if_you_look/
• Bagpipemegababe == It seemed like a lot of individual lights, all very bright 

but one looked like a plane blinking light, while the others remained 
solid…. They were all moving at the same speed but in different brightness, 
with one in particular looking very much like a plane blinking light. But 
there was a LOT of lights. I thought it was a meteor breaking up, but the 
one flashing light made me question it. It covered a large area of the sky.

• Debacol == that clearer vid shows something sort of strange: pay attention 
from 0:55-1:00. You'll notice the flightpath of the objects cuts in towards 
the house and doesnt follow a predictable path. If its the satellite debris, 
I'd like an explanation of why they ALL cut in like that.

• AnySIMPERS == IMO this is the exact same craft. Also the color of the sky 
gives us a better perspective on the size of it which is fuc4ing huge. Looking 
up a breaking up meteor entry it doesn't really look anything like this or 
move at this speed.
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Lts over Hawaii = mother ship [oct 24, 2020] 
• https://www.reddit.com/r/UFOs/comments/jhzifq/major_sighting_over_hawaii_last

_night_if_you_look/

• Tkx421 == It's just an imperial star destroyer.
• Minx8970 == That’s what it looked like to me to lol. Looks like a giant ship :P

• Qwertyroffle == It's keeping its shape completely, unlike the example you provided 
where pieces are obviously separating and burning up. Also, many of the lights in the 
original video are strobing at a constant speed.

• Lionslappy == Yes I saw it it is a solid object, and it was slowing down…   i saw it first 
hand, it was flying lower and had a contrail behind it. .. it was a solid object, but why 
would a stealth plane have so many lights

• Summed41 == If you look closely you can see the outline of a triangle. Also, 
meteors/space debris moves much faster and leaves a trail. Very suspicious!!!

• Qwertyroffle == Also, the same lights are strobing in a repetitive manner. It doesn't 
seem like anything that's burning up in the atmosphere, such as a meteor. In a 
couple of the videos, you can hear people mentioning that it's making a sound.

• Thepolishpen == These triangles have to be human-made.
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https://youtu.be/U4JKW-7QO74

• Jane Namu -- UFO over Honolulu. Husband thinks it was a swarm of 
meteors. Many lights in formation. Looked like a giant plane, silent…  It 
really look like a plane!! The space between the lights formed like a plane 
but its very quiet!! It even has a trail... We don’t know what it was but it 
was quite scary and amazing to look at!

• Pemble Ohana -- We just watched this happen. What the ????? Everyone 
tripping, I got video but yours is better

• Grant Bowen == Saw it on Kauai, it was crazy! Like nothing I've ever seen! 
Was way too big to be a plane. I don't think it could be a meteor, seems 
like Space X is the only explanation but even that isn't likely?

• Kenneth McClain == I'm here on Oahu too...I think it was a meteor that 
broke apart into smaller pieces when entering the atmosphere.
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https://youtu.be/HlSB7q8cj3Y
• Milton Oshima == Yeah!, there were three of us and we saw that thing too!! 

We were night fishing just outside of Keehi Lagoon on boat and about 
10:00pm we saw this bunch of lights flying across the sky from South to North 
direction. Made no sound, almost transparent like, very huge!... compared to 
a regular plane. To me it was shaped like a plane but almost 4 times bigger. It 
left a broad , straight trail of gas or vapor behind as it passed. But just no 
sound! Just eerie to see something so huge transparent looking and making 
no sound.

• kevin sutavee == [see full page]
• Rusdin Sobell == I saw it overhead it looked more like a plane and it wasn't 

that high up in the sky
• Kered Rellit == We saw it on Kauai also! It was really weird. There's no way it 

was a meteor shower.
• Brian Smith == Lmfao What!? That is not starlink dude that is a cluster of orbs 

or maybe a solid single object with lights on it everything is drifting togther
at a steady pace. Great catch and find! Camera shows white lights but im
curious as to what color in person bc ive witnessed orange orbs and i recently 
saw a black mass dropping white orbs out of it
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Sutavee…
I saw it too in mililani, flew right over my head in the parking lot... but I didn't see 
any trail of any sort... just traveled slow, low and silent.. mind-blown ….   I saw it.. 
super low.. silent.. yeah almost shape of a plane, but no plane, no sound.. slow and 
steady

hi jim. at my hand; at arm's length, it would have been about between 6,7 or 8 
hands of space in the sky, all of it moved together, it almost looked like there 
was an object, but there was no "object" there were a lot of lights.. the lights 
looked powered, but not like any lights I've seen before. I've seen a report with 
video of what looks like debris coming into the atmosphere, it has flame 
trails. so, for what I saw; (I did not take video) I will say, what I saw looked 
nothing like the video with the flame trails, yes, that video looks like debris 
coming into earth, its on fire it looks like a completely different event from 
what I/we saw, there are several other videos out there with just the lights 
moving slowly through the sky, no flames... it was traveling slowly across the 
sky, it passed very lowly overhead, in mililani.. if that were debris, I estimate it 
would be 150' above the deck, but lets say I was off by a factor of 10 and it 
was actually 1500', then it would have been even larger, and traveling very 
close to the ground through densely populated areas..
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Todd C == I've always wondered what's up 
with the lights. I'm sure if they wanted they 
could shut them all off and not be seen. 
Why have them flicker to make odd 
shapes? I dont get it. Something tells me 
they are doing this to confuse us and make 
us question what we are seeing.

FEARMANGLER == Looks like a debris field 
and are basically spinning rocks that are hot 
and are held in place by magnetic 
connection, lots of pics coming out.

Janie Langley == I live on Kauai, saw a 
Golden Orb 10-23-2020 over then in front 
of neighbor’s house. Golden light 
morphed into Silver light covering entirely 
neighbor’s house. Lasted 8-10 minutes.

https://youtu.be/0vESLDhVFVM
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MOTHERSHIP  2 of 2
• Zachary Faias == I live in Hawaii and saw that last night! It was not a meteor breaking 

up and it was traveling along the sky. Super crazy!... No sound. It looked pretty low, 
and was just gliding through the sky. That’s why I don’t think it was a meteor 
shower because of the way it was traveling. [reply] From my point of view it was 
it the sky right next to me. It looked as big as a commercial jet. No sound, I was 
trying to find an outline but I was driving while I saw at couldn’t really see an 
outline.

• Anlushac11 == The Hawaiian lights are intriguing, At certain points it seems almost 
like you can see a shape or structure behind the lights.

• Micci == I have no alternative answer for this one! I can't even imagine anything we or 
other countries have that size. But I don't know what concerns me more...foreign or 
alien!

• Brett Werner == Let’s not call it a “mothership”. They conditioned us from watching 
stupid Star Trek and Star Wars and other junk. Let’s just call it a giant government craft. 
Screw them. 

• Lyreh Life == This is becoming such a frequent occurrence and I am so glad I have lived 
long enough to see it become fairly common. We live in wonderful and fascinating 
times.
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gretchen watson-kabei == This 
same object passed over our 
coffee farm in Holualoa (Kona 
side) at 10pm on 10/24/2020. It 
was heading toward Mt. Hualalai
to the Hilo side of the island. It 
flew very low over us, very quiet 
and left a white haze/tail for 
several minutes after passing 
over.

How to Meet an Extraterrestrial
==  No streaks of burning debris. 
Lights appear attached to a 
structure.

https://youtu.be/w9o1HWVjrXU
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Mass sighting
JANEE DISTURBED == Seriously? You're gonna use literal personal footage sent to 
MrMBB333, and claim someone said it's old chinese craft/rocket burning up coming 
back down through the atmosphere (according to your description)? We happen to 
know the people who captured this (at exactly 8p their time). And on the same night, 
about 730p onward, many others across the U.S. seen the exact same things! Us 
included. From NJ, SE Ohio, Texas, Arizona, Utah, California, and Hawaii. All different 
timezones, different states. Ftr, any kind of space debris or any crafts/rocket debris 
DOES NOT fly at a steady pace across the skies. They fall while on fire. This particular 
video was of ONE LARGE CRAFT with many lights, and a few other smaller ones 
following around it's back. This was NOT CHINESE ROCKET DEBRIS or any other debris 
for that matter.
Christina Gomez ==  We are obligated to put the 'Mundane" theory doing the rounds, 
but as we said, it doesn't mean we agree with it. We are digging for reports of those 
who say they have pictures of a structured craft presently.
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Mass sighting – excellent give-and-take

• Shania Bravo == I saw it from Mokuleia! I reported it to the UFO 
report center as “stars in the shape of an airplane” kind of like the 
one guy said in the video. They told me I probably just saw Musk’s 
starlinks but it did NOT look like satellites! I COMPLETELY believe it’s a 
UFO.

• Cg == There are some who are hypothesizing with 
documentation that it was just an old Chinese rocket body 
burning up, yet several witnesses have come forward stating 
that it was a low altitude sighting.

• richard Coughlan == Asteroids/meteors dont hover in the sky like 
this! Lol
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MYSTERY SOLVED: Cluster of Mysterious Lights 
Observed on Maui is an Old Rocket Booster

https://youtu.be/OodCzJeuFvY

• Jamie Holland Brown == How does a falling rocket booster fly up a 
hill? My dog woke me up to watch it go from down hill pass the Kona 
Airport then up over Hualalai. It looked like transparent like glass 
with twinkling lights.

• JTruth Be Told == oh please. Cut it out already. We’ve ALL woken up 
recently except for these Bsers

• Surreal Sculptures == Rocket boosters? What are you kidding? Why 
dont they just say they were fire flies? That is about as outlandish as 
any explanation I can deliver.
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Object(s) sighted over Hawaii in last 24 hours : aliens (reddit.com)
• MiracleNinja777 == I have seen multiple reports, on various social media, of a 

large object, or perhaps multiple objects, being reported in the last 24 hours in 
Hawaii. I would like for you all to view these videos and report on what you think. 
Both of these videos were just posted. I am not a big fan of UFO videos but what 
strikes me about these is the witnesses' reactions. 

• Mammoth-Man1 == Interesting. I feel like we're on the cusp of some of this stuff 
being revealed in our lifetime, intentionally or not. Going to change the world 
forever.

• EAComunityTeam == Kinda looks like a plane with a bunch of lights on the 
bottom.

• SVCalifornia301 = Looks like it is going approximately the speed of a blimp. 
Especially in the Twitter post, there is a faint sound of an prop engine early on. 
The other two videos don’t have any obvious engine noises and should if they 
were capturing a blimp. It looks quite low. Interesting.

• Punkinhat == they mostly stay cloaked, emerge in and out.
• Thelakeshow1990 == It almost looks like a bunch of craft following an asteroid
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Object[s]..  P. 2
• Sea-Alternative5501 == Why do these things always just appear to go 

floating past and then out of shot, there never seem to be any actions of 
an extraordinary nature, no whizzing off at high speed, no erratic flight 
paths, just a selection of lights, moving at a similar speed to a blimp, 
drifting across the frame. Why aren't people chasing in cars ? It's not 
moving very quickly is it. If I saw this go past my house, I'd have the wife 
driving, and I'd be tracking it with a camera for as far as I could. . . . . Or 
maybe it is just a blimp ?

New UFO sighting over Hawaii : conspiracy (reddit.com)
• Zoobooloobooboop == it is so sad how far humanity is behind. 

we are kept in the dark about so so so many things.... aliens 
and exotic tech of course being one aspect of this.

• Evanmike == It sure looked bigger than any rocket!
• TradeExcellence == People are going to blame this on space 

junk. I’ve watched the video several times and it is for sure a 
spaceship of some sort. Human or not I have no idea
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Lights seen on Maui hawaii : conspiracy (reddit.com)

• Islandguy220 == I was curious what you all think this is. Maui hawaii
had some light show last night. UFO, Starlink, meteor, or military 
drones? The local news is saying it's likely military exercises. There is 
twinkling and flashing seen but it also leaves a trail and one photo 
looks similar to a burning comet. Thoughts?.... My friend that lives 
on the opposite island from me said they flew in form sometimes 
blinking slowly. He said they made no noise and he saw blue trails of 
smoke behind each one. He seemed to think it was some sort of air 
crafts.

• All8upinside == Wife and I agree it looks like an Alien ship, whatever 
it is it is wild and needs a proper explanation. Thanks for sharing.
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October 24th Hawaii Sightings (Videos and 
Thoughts) : UFOs (reddit.com)
• PlanePrior1415 == What I am thinking, it definitely has a triangular shape, but, 

that could be the object breaking apart.

• Riflington == I’m not so sure. Rocket body parts are not that big and would burn 
out fairly quickly, even on a shallow trajectory. I’ve saw Mir and two other 
satellite re entries. Mir was a controlled re entry though and designed to come in 
very shallow and hit water, plus it was huge. The other two looked more like 
asteroids, slightly brighter, slighter slower. This display goes on for ages. People 
report a shape to the object too. It’s frustratingly unclear as per usual.

• Pp1415 == I want to say its something at a high velocity, but the questions I have 
are like you, the lights are the same throughout. They arent appearing to dim or 
brighten indicting something on fire.

• There DOES appear to be a triangularish shape, and we know with the nimitz
UFO video theres DEFINATELY. Activity that way.

• JusticeofMaat == Definitely a major craft sighting.
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Lately many videos around the world of this thing flying : UF0 
(reddit.com)
• Zellerium == Thanks for the links! I don’t know if I’d call it confirmed, although I 

think the reentry theory seems more likely overall. But the first video from the 
observatory doesn’t really support it - the lights have much brighter trails, and 
there aren’t as many of them. Of course the angle, lighting, exposure are much 
different, so hard to compare. The ground track looks like it’ll be about 100 miles 
south of Hawaii at around the time of sighting, I guess its close enough. But it 
says it’s the VENESAT-1 rocket body, which was a Long March 3B launched in 
2008. Kind of surprising to me that it tore up into so many pieces that stayed so 
close together.

• Lionslappy == When I first saw it i though it was just a meteor shower breaking up 
in the sky. But the more closer I looked at it, it looked like one solid object. In my 
eyes it looked like a plane that was painted black. I could see a triangle of a tail. 
It was on a similar flight path that planes take when they land at the airport here. 
The lights on it made no sense and wouldnt have any practicality for any type of 
airplane. I saw one contrail or trail of smoke that was made behind it, it 
dissipated within 8 second. My eyes could of just playing tricks on me, making 
the lights into a pattern. So a rocket booster breaking up? A solar plane? My 
thought after see it, that it was a weird plane painted black. I wonder what the air 
traffic control saw on their radar?
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UFO over Hawaii 10/24/2020 
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1274111/pg2
• Ophiucus 13 ==  Some of the witnesses mentioned it is possible meteor shower. Others mentioned a invisible 

craft. You decide

• Baddogma == The one thing that puzzles me a bit about the space junk explanation is what appears to be a 
flashing anti-collision light at the ground side of the mass. It may be an exceptionally regular, pulsing burn... I 
guess... maybe?  

• Frugal [nov 5] == Older, solid citizen, college educated in astronomy opinion: It looks like a flying cone shaped 
craft. I have seen meteorites, they come in as a downward trajectory straight line. A very fast motion. A 
person can see many colors as the meteorite burns up. It happens very fast in seconds, then it’s over. I have 
seen Ufos three different times in my life. They move in unpredictable to physics motions, with no sound. 
Which will freak you out, and you know something is really odd going on. Those sightings can also be very 
brief in seconds.

Blue shift == Well, If I was going to argue the point, I'd say the lights in the configuration certainly seem to be 
a lot more stable and long-lasting than most of the space junk re-entries I've seen. Meteorites barely last a 
few seconds. But in the video, the bright specks seem to be hanging in place for quite a while. There is one 
speck at about 7 o'clock that seems to have a kind of trail behind it, but that's pretty much the only one. It 
seems like it should be more chaotic and fast.  Just for the sake of argument. It could very well be more space 
junk flying in, except slow and regular, but I'm not quite sure how that can happen. Coming in at a flat angle 
to the viewer?
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Jimo:
• With all the new excitement over the latest Hawaii UFO story, I guess folks 

have conveniently forgotten that the last major ‘flap’ in October with the 
‘UFO mothership’ did really turn out to be a reentering satellite’s fireball 
swarm, just like the real scientists had tried to explain. Here’s the full 
evidence: http://www.astronautix.com/data/hawaii-mothership-
release.pdf 

• The critical ground observation on October 24 was made from Waikoloa 
Scenic Point on the big island, where the keen-eyed observer noticed the 
fireball swarm pass left-to-right directly across Polaris [the North Star], 
giving an elevation angle of 20 degrees. Since observers on Maui 100 mile 
away saw it passing directly overhead flying WSW to ENE, simple 
trigonometry gives an altitude of 40 miles, exactly the level that typical 
satellite fragments are brightest on their long shallow descent [and not at 
‘airplane height’ as most witnesses insisted]. And that path was exactly the 
one pre-calculated for the demising satellite rocket. But that’s “yesterday’s 
UFO”, forget about it, and on to the next one before it, too, is rationally 
explained. Sigh – it’s a media pattern, try to catch on.
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Astronomers Say Cluster of Mysterious Lights in 
Maui Sky was an Old Rocket Booster | Maui Now

• Monday, October 26, 2020 10:51 AM == Spent Rocket parts that twinkle or 
blink, Then turn a 180 in formation and then another 90 degree turn. Of 
course I don't know ,but don't feed a Santa Claus tale.

• Tina Moss [Sunday, October 25, 2020 8:09 AM] == At first I saw what 
looked like fireworks twinkling around the palm trees but there was no 
noise ... I couldn't make it out, but saw that it was getting closer and said 
WHAT IS THAT? ... we all ran onto the grass and looked up with our mouths 
hanging open in amazement... It looked like a phantom plane with a 
pattern of lights that remained the same and slowly moved across the sky 
right in front of and above us

• Derek W Tiller [Sunday, October 25, 2020 7:18 AM] == We saw it also on 
Kauai. It made no sound, all the lights were going the same speed and 
none of them burned out. Lost sight of it behind clouds. It was later seen 
on Oahu. by a friend of a friend.   Pretty darn weird!
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UFOMAN News - Scientists explain Hawaii UFOs

dec 31   https://youtu.be/ZruISROGsPQ
• jim oberg == My report specifically addresses the Oct 24 10 PM event 

for which the satellite reentry scenario seems very strong…

• Aaron Nicolle == Jim.. I appreciate the math you mention. However the 
lights repeat themselves. Like they are flashing. Have a look at any legit 
re-entry video.. there you find that no single burn up of any materials 
constantly repeats. Also, the fragments do not disintegrate. I've shown 
this video 5 separate people with no story given. None believe that this 
a a re-entry of space debris. I always remain sceptical and I always 
appreciate evidence suppodtd literature, but re-entry is not the answer 
on this one.

• jim oberg == @Aaron Nicolle == Please show them my report link, too. 
Do you agree it was forty miles up crossing Maui?
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UFOMAN     ZruISROGsPQ #2

• Claudio Lopes [jan 6] == What about the blue one couple of days ago in 
Hawaii again? That reentry story won't fit.

• Aaron Nicolle [jan 2] == Making scientists look like imposters. And morons. 

• Jaaziel E Garcia Hernandez [jan 2] == Funny "scientific" explanation lol

• Aro == Are you serious? all this "explanations" just made up sh..t.

• T Kaw == Exactky. The cover ups are starting to get comical.

• Unknown Stranger == This is not debri from a sattelite

• jim oberg == My report specifically addresses the Oct 24 10 PM event….  

• Unknown Stranger == @jim oberg Well if you say so, I just think It looks 
strange and behaving weird as something coming from space towards 
earth, its a strange path
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Scientists explain strange lights in the sky
oct 26  https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4

• KHON2  NEWS == Did you happen to see the strange, bright lights Saturday night? 
You may have been one of many who thought it looked like a plane, a meteor 
shower, or something unexplainable. People on different islands reported seeing 
these lights in the sky on Saturday night shortly after 10 o'clock. We're told since it 
was traveling East, residents on the Big Island and Maui probably got a better view.

• Alex a Tkacsik [dec 6] = Ive seen smt similar 2 this in 2017 in ny
• Supun Dinushan [~Dec 6] == I saw it yesterday in sri lanka. Time between 6.20pm-

6.40pm
• bootsy Williams == John O' Meara is lying and trying to cover up the truth. If his 

story was true, why weren't the local residents notified?? Umm, his story doesn't 
quite add up. Also, China and the FAA would have known hours or days before 
the debris would enter the atmosphere. I think it's a COVER UP!!!!

• Jessica B == Of course their going to make something up to cover it up so no one 
starts freaking out. i deff believe it was a ufo and they even said that they can't be  
sure but they think it was the satellite re-entering the atmosphere.
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https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4

• Freedom Family == hahahahahaha man thats the most stupid thing ive ever 
heard. Spaceships have been around for ever.

• Jason Socrathien == Um... excuse me!!! Since when do rocket boosters go into 
stable orbit? And... um... why are the lights on this debris blinking? I don't think 
fire does that!!! Guys???

• Andrew Johnson == It’s come to point where saying you are a scientist is saying 
that you’re stupid

• DeVoe Empire == Lmao one of the lights was even blinking on the ship

• Xav == Do they really think people r stupid i bet there was someone with a 
weapon aiming at him and shoots him if he doesn't lie

• Lou Rodriguez == YEAH WHAT EVER ..every-time you guys try to tell us that its 
something else, it only makes it that much better for US NOT to believe your 
explanations. I am surprised that it was not a WEATHER BALLOON as ALWAYS!!! 
WE ARE NOT ALONE!!!!

Scientists explain   2 
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https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4
• John Bhys == If that’s a re-entry of a rocket booster then I’m 6 foot
• eye candy == They think we're dumb
• Tomás Cancelliere == come on, was it some swamp gas too? The new thing 

now is to blame ufo sightings on space debris
• Daughter of Venus == Bahahahaha I can not believe what that dude just 

said! What an idiot! You all know some $hit about to happen and you all 
lieing and saying all these strange lights we're seeing all around the world 
are satellites and rockets! Come on, if your going to lie at least make it 
believable.

• Scott Cozart ==  What a bunch of $hit. If something falls to earth it leaves a 
streak. Like a falling star. It dont just hover in the sky. I quit school. And 
know better than this pile of $hit lies. From a big science guy.

• Stanselb == Except space debris leaves a long trail of light even in daytime. 
Check the Columbia breakup footage

Scientists explain   3 
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N4lmM3pPrI4
• Aaron Carr == She can’t keep a straight face lol

• Rx Zabaleta == That guy with the dumb background thinks we are as dumb as 
he is?

• DivineJ == That is no weather balloon or re entering debris, whatever. Oh I love 
the stupid explanations but that video clearly shows many lights on 
a slower moving ship.

• Andrew waldon == Hmm.. very strange explanation they are giving. Not sure I 
believe them to be honest.

• jim oberg == Consider all the evidence please, and previous analogs....
• Andu Andy == It looked like a giant 757 all broken into smaller and larger balls

• Conspiracy of Truth!  [jan 24[-- I’m not buying it. Whenever something like this 
happens, officials always blame it on some explanation that’s easy for some 
people to believe. I’d like to know why it didn’t have any trails of light following it 
if it was something coming through our atmosphere. Things that make you say 
Hmmm! Aloha, Kevin McCarthy. 
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N4lmM3pPrI4
• Jonathan Smith == Those are ufos how they rockets from 12 years ago ??

• Maggie Mejia == The liesssssa you tell gov how do you sleep at night!
• Chapman ΑΩ == Rocket??? We aren’t stupid.

• A P == Look up a reentry. Not even close.

• FATHER'S OF BASS == Lol they really think that we’re that dumb huh just like the 
weather balloon story

• Alternate Reality == And the rocket hovered for hours lol.

• Coolyguy27 [jan 23] == These scientists don’t believe in other life visiting this 
planet. So like before there was a solid object in the sky and you didn’t need to be 
a scientist to see this was a machine flying in plain sight. Well 6 out of 6 scientist 
said it was something other than what it obviously was, And pretty much said the 
people that actually saw this object were crazy and didn’t see what they saw.
So if I were you? I would take what these scientist say with a grain of salt. They 
know as much as you and I do about UFO,s. So for them to discredit your sighting 
when they know nothing about UFO,s is an insult. 
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n41m
• Babaju Baako == Ok let´s resumeé this awkwardness: (Punchline: Now the 

scientists will explain what happened/because all people like Steven Greer 
and stuff are soooo stupid) -We have no evidence but we suspect......... -We 
did not have proof that..... -We did not find any of the debree and this brings 
the theory -blablablabalbalbla And then the best of the best fun fact: Those 
so called "Allknowing Scientists" aren´t able to predict major asteroids like 
the one that exploded over Russia and several other big chunks. They even 
admit it, many big beasts just passed earth under sattelite level and they 
noticed nothing ! Now they wanna tell us they SUSPECT it is an used up 
chinese sattelite that finally crashed and has ALTERED THE IMPACT CURVE, 
WHAT ??? Now space garbage is more intelligent than those clowns ! But this 
is just another theory. Totally unproven. But the one thing they know is THAT 
YOU ARE WRONG ! Dudes.....watch close encounters of the fifth kind. And 
then watch that clip again....you´ll throw up.

• Keith Douglass [jan 27] == the cover up is done over again by the new 
generation . officials sit back and laugh at same old stories rediscovered by 
the new ignorant sheep. Keith Australia
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n41m
• Michael - Project Manager == Ooh! "Scientists" have explained it. Okay! I'll 

believe that no problem 'cause I'm an idiot!

• Prodigy == That scientist lady looked like me when I’m making up some 
bull$hit story to trick my little sister lmao

• Roy Kable == Debris that's been seen all over the world for years and now 
in 2020/ 2021 are seen even more like everywhere? I respect scientists 
and experts but even they been wrong plenty of times. I understand the 
effort to try make some sense out of all this but I don't think that's what 
people are seeing worldwide.

• Wish Bone == Im no scientist but looking a footage its not a rocket re 
entering the atmosphere are they serious with this $hit?

• Riff Man ==Man they think we r idiots

• xXBlade_51Xx Playz [jan 27] ==  They trying really hard to cover up the 
truth.. PENTAGON I KNOW U GUYS ARE UP TO SOMETHING! JUST TELL US

Scientists explain  7 
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Scientists explain   8 
• EyesToSee === Yeah, the "Expert" gave you a completely made up Theory, and 

people buy that? Ever seen a "shooting star"? This has "0" ZERO characteristics of 
anything he tried to sell you. These "Silent Crafts" are 100% real, and I've seen 
one on the "9th Island" in the desert of Vegas up close and personal. Silent, 
triangle, with dim lights on the bottom. And very ominous feeling they give off as 
lady who filmed it said. John O'meara can go kick rocks with that nonsense.

• J. T == I've seen exactly this one night in Turkey, near Syria. And then shiny light 
orbs flew around 4 meters above our heads and flew onto the sea,without
making any sound. So yeah, a debris, my ass

• GHOSTEEL  == That's terrifying but exciting. Clearly an extraterrestrial airship, 
those lights show some of its size but you can tell that airship is huge. Oahu 
might be one of their bases of intelligence, judging by the multiple phenomenons
occurring there.

• DJ Koenig [apr 7] == The blurry pics look like possible space junk falling, but not 
the in-focus video. The lights were all together on a structure. I doubt an old 
rocket booster from 2008 would still have  40 plus lights still on brightly shining 
nor would a rocket booster have lights, there's no need to have them on a 
disposable fuel tank.
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Scientists explain   9
• Ian Fitzgerald == A rocket get tf! Outta! Here it’s a ufo! But I understand if he 

explains the truth he’ll probably be killed…. Why believe these fools on here 
trying to describe what it is, lol of course thier simply not gonna tell the truth 
about what it is. A rocket my really! ? I mean you can fool these people in here 
but not me clown!

• David Burgess == Absolute rubbish! That was a large craft, very similar to what 
was in the Star Trek series!

• Herald Nones == i saw that thing as just one piece and explode then separate 
into mulitple pieces while it travel east. i was by diamond head at that time…. its 
like the 1st movie of transformers when they first entered the atmosphere…. its 
like the space shuttle columbia disaster, but at night and more a lot of debrees.

• Enden == Bull $hit story it's a craft

• daddy c == This guy's lyin it's not a chinese rocket ship there's like 1 million plus 
objects in our orbit space junk falls all the time it don't linger flashing in sky it 
burns up fast nobody sees it
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Scientists explain   10

• Efthymiadis [1/15/2021] == jim oberg, a bot who thinks he can control 
people's minds will soon get banned because more than 100 people have 
reported him

• jim oberg == You cannot ban the truth.... 

• Claire Doyle [jan 15] == These people area so stupid or would like us all to 
be stupid.... they are idiot's... they must be payed of to actually talk ado 
much $hit. Infuriating so say the least.

• Red Step Stacker == [Remember] the TR 38. It was declassified in the 90s 
they built the first one in the 60s in there on version 10. Keeping it all 
mystical for the natives her. White man don’t wanna lose his position on 
the island. 

• Adam Be Beas == Space debris.....is that really what the greatest minds of 
the human race have to say. 
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Scientists explain   11
• The Unpopular Opinion [jan 28] == We need to start eliminating these "scientists. 

STOP LYING WE ARE NOT STUPID!! Where were the reentry burn trails?

• Hillie Boyy == A rocket booster dude are u stupid? And he supposed to be some 
scientist. 

• Travis Gilmore == You mean to tell me they use our tax money and lie to us? I 
wonder how much BS is going to be in those declassified files in 180 days this 
really pissed american people off with the lies and bs like we're jumping the gun 
and just assuming.

• Red [jan 29] == People: omg! Ufos!  Scientists/Nasa: we can explain please we 
can explain. It's a "CHINESE" rocket or maybe satellite $hit falling from sky. 
People: yeah liars of course you can explain (lie). AND ONE DAY UFO WILL BE 
EXPOSED AND ALIEN WILL COME OUT AND THEN... Scientists/Nasa: we can 
explain please we can explain people listen that's not an alien, that's a "CHINESE" 
guy coming out from "CHINESE" spaceship.
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Scientists explain   12 

• Rui Xia [jan 30] ==  Some "experts" and "scientists" on TV explaining UFOs are 
like they know the whole universe. They know everything. Even an enlighted
human being wouldn't say he/she knows everything in the universe. Sometimes, 
admit "I don't know" is the most powerful and wise thing. Human being is just one 
of the expressions of beautiful nature in the universe.

• Brett Clark [feb 2, 20210 == But of course! Makes total sense...wink wink... nahhhh
I'm one that would be first to jump on the UAP/UFO boat BUT there are trail tails 
on some of the lights indicating it is some particles falling into the atmosphere.

• The Man With No Name [feb 4] == boosters, weather balloon, swamp gas, what 
will they think of next? Flight of geese who flew into the night sky with Christmas 
tree lights wrapped around their beaks? They must really think people are dumb.

• Eddie V [feb 5] == They are laughing at us.

• Fredy Araujo [Feb 5] == They want to us to believe it's alien...in reality they're
showing us that project blue bean is about to start soon
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Scientists explain   13

• TheDemonation13 [feb 12] == what a lie and cover up that thing was almost 
hovering n no burning like any space debre what a lie. 

• memes :\ [feb 12] == cmon bruh they lying i think that if it fell it wouldn’t have 
floated in the air it would’ve just fell right there.

• Toon Angel [feb 12] == Pure bull$hit I've seen UFO's up close. close enough to 
know our planet do not have this type of technology their ships are silent anti 
gravity.

• E. R. [feb 13] == To John O’Meara - stop lying and remember: dont trust a person 
who hides their background on a zoom call 

• Rosemary Mills [feb 16] == These reporters and scientists seem to smile and pat 
people on the head saying, oh, what yu see isn't really what you're seeing. 
Makes sounds of astonishment sound foolish. No wonder people don't report 
sightings. Who wants to be publicly humiliated?
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Scientists explain   14
• very caring [feb 19] == AAAAAAND......if it lands on ppl...who TF cares. Humans 

are so dumb and delicate. Theres no way to believe these explanations with 
words such as "most likely". Did they find "debris"? Wheres THAT follow up 
"story".?? THINK FOR YOURSELF Hail SaTaN!

• sKeletonaRmyuNiversity 3 [feb 28] == Haha no one is believing your bull$hit lies 
anymore. That was not a damn rocket booster making re-entry.

• Rosanne Roszetta [feb 15] == We are no longer listening to stupid explanations.... 
The public know it was a UFO

• Evin Sleddervedder [feb 20] == These are not scientists these are disgusting lying 
shills that think your stupid.

• M D [feb 24] == Well... why are there SO many. This isn’t the only one.

• warnutztheloserTV [feb 24] == thats a mothership dam it stop the BS.. good 
thing nobody got abducted

• Google User [mar 5]  == Just because they have the title "scientist" they expect us 
people to believe.. Guess now we know who they brainwashing first.
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Scientists explain   15
• Top Quark [feb 18, 2021] == At 0:56, you can see they're connected. Differently 

sized pieces would have different wind resistance and would separate quickly, but 
this thing stayed exactly the same. It doesn't really look to be descending, though 
the angle and distance could mess with that. I know they're at a higher elevation 
and I don't know the distance to the observers, but the Mona Kea pictures are 
during late daylight hours. The video looks to be pretty late, definitely no sunlight 
left. That is one craft.

• Jo == Thanks for the thoughtful response. These kinds of events really have a lot 
to teach us about UFO perceptions. Triangulation from widely separated observers 
place the phenomenon about forty miles up passing directly over Maui -- your 
comments on flight path angle are very perceptive. Here's my summary report 
with links to more detailed reports: http://jamesoberg.com/ufo/fireball.pdf

• FlapUjackUTv [mar 4] == yo this is where they fuc4ed up heavy first off the photos 
they showed us was of the day time occurance secondly even if it entered our air 
space as somthing braking apart AIR FRICTION IS A THING so that mean 
depending on the weight of the item coming into said air space it would have 
been in way less of a formation then that secondly something like that over a 
public area is less likely to accrue unless they lose control of the satellite
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Scientists explain   16
• Eugene Hill [feb 18, 2011] == Ridiculous speculation of a rocket reentering the 

atmosphere. I am so sick of the cover-up and the throw any excuse against 
the wall and whatever sticks is the lie to use. Also our scientific establishment, 
NASA are supposed to be bringing the people information to help the people 
to advance. Instead all they do is look for was to monetize the technology or 
build distrustful weapons. And to advance the elite of the world. This needs to 
stop, this pervasive approach to technology must stop so mankind can truly 
advance. Rockets do not hover, they fall. The debris from a reentry falls to the 
ground, it does not stay stationary in the sky....

• JO ==  Thanks for the thoughtful response. Were you an actual witness?  These 
kinds of events really have a lot to teach us about UFO perceptions. 
Triangulation from widely separated observers places the phenomenon about 
forty mils up passing directly over Maui. Your comments on ‘hovering’ seem 
related to a typical very shallow flight  path angle – and ‘falling satellites’ is a 
bad term, reentering objects =DO= follow a very gradual descent path, they 
don’t “fall to the ground” like shot-down airplanes. Here's my summary report 
with links to more detailed reports: http://jamesoberg.com/ufo/fireball.pdf
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• jerry ajeon [mar 04] == Is this the best crisis actors and storyline they 

can come up with lol..mab it's something from the Antarctic those 
beings said they will require around this time the pope Obama 
orthodox priest buzz Aldrin R.I.P new about this give us more credit

• Joseph O'Donovan [feb 24] == The worst explanation I have heard in 
a long time to explain a slow moving, large object, nigh on 
HOVERING in the sky. No streams, no light trail, no debris - no 
brainer!

• Jo == In a recent comment below, I posted a link to my recent report 
[I'm a retired 'rocket scientist'] where I argued that it was a fireball 
swarm about forty miles high crossing Maui west-to-east at about 
12,000 mph on a slowly descending path, typical of a satellite reentry, 
with any fragments hitting the ocean a thousand miles to the east. I'd 
appreciate any specific factual/logical flaws you suggest I need to fix. 
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• Thomas Morano [feb 28] == The scientists were told to hush hush and coverup 
or theyll mysteriously disappear

• jim oberg ==  Your brain seems to have mysteriously disappeared -- the evidence 
is overwhelming this was a satellite reentry fireball swarm.

• Thomas Morano === yea. A satellite a mile long.many witnesses say it covered 
the stars....air force pilot disturbed by it. suckefa like you believe everything you 
here.its. a ashame.

• Jo == Please tell me more about the air force pilot disturbed by it, I hadn’t heard 
that detail. 

• Thomas Morano == itss on youtube...he was supposed to be a tuff guy. 
believeve what u want. i.sounds convincing to me..witnesses said it was 
dimensional and 1 craft. kurt russell reported it. [jo – ref to Phoenix lights]

• JO: Thanks! No question it was an awesome apparition, there have been at least 
several dozen like it  since the Space Age began, with the same basic cause. I’m a 
retired ‘rocket scientist’  and  have been having fun digging into this particular 
kind of ‘UFO’ report – and  I don’t have any opinion for/against other types of 
UFO stories, but these, I think I’m getting them figured out. 

Scientists explain   18
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Scientists explain   19
crypto zoology [mar 06] == Lol the explanations these guys give are often so 
silly. They know people are trained to except experts lol. They also know they 
are full of it most of the time. Anyone well read and know about flares to 
balloons know this often cannot be the answer. The public feels more 
comfortable with this answer. The truth though that for over ten thousand 
years flying chariots been seen in the skies. Millions of sightings from 
presidents to early emperors. Thousands of films before world cgi that are 
clear showing you a giant disk in sky. I witnessed a ufo crash and they covered 
it up but it was not a meteor. Looked like some sort of craft. And bright redish
orange solid shape with one flashing light of some sort. They also took body 
bags to ambulance army to men in black people like guys were there. Diving 
odd hazmat looking suits. Watched whole thing in the dark with few others by 
boat. and was hushed up like roswell. They talk about rosswell shag harbor 
and others .Ottawa has one to and was a real crash of some sort ufo not a 
meteor or balloon . Speed was very fast. They exist no doubt. Who they are or 
what they want. Or secret humans doing it no matter what they exist
• xXx Punk Rock xXx [may 16] Bull$hit. The way they moved was unatural.
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Scientists explain   20
• Natrelacoustix [mar 12] == So it's all guess work... But says Mr Expert "it's a Chinese booster 

rocket from 2008, that was part of a Venezuelan satellite..." That's some very precise $hit 
for a bit of a guess.

• Sonia Michelle [march 06] == She says it's debris that broke apart in the atmosphere but 
they don't have the debris? Then how do they know it's debris? It didn't look like it was 
breaking up & what about the lights? It looked very controlled and deliberately paced 
unlike what you'd expect to see if it was free falling debris.

• Fenesor [mar 07] == if it was an old thing why not show the blueprints or sum?

• Curtis Benjamin Israel [March 13] == One thing is CERTAIN: These people "explaining" this, 
is LYING!!!

• JimO == It's certain that you need to understand the basic principles of spaceflight better. The internet 
scammers count on poorly-informed easily-misled target audiences. But there are on-line remedies available. 
Do you want to see the full explanations of why this really WAS a reentering satellite? 

• Turnitaround [may 16] ==  So the booster just stood still in the sky for hours? Heard of 
gravity much?
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Scientists explain   21  [ref to Oregon fireball swarm]
https://youtu.be/N4lmM3pPrI4

• inder m [may 7] == I saw it also 2 days before in Vancouver 

• Anna Vanvliet [may 8] == I live in waldport Oregon and saw it. Was the 
strangest longest thing I've ever seen in the sky.

• Vivek Chadha == Scientists think that people is stupid.

• Thomas Barber == I'm fairly sure there would be a tail of fire right? They 
wouldn't be just circular lights.

• Courtney Cortez == Bruh they will say anythiiing lol. If you believe that then 
I got some ocean front property in Idaho i wanna sell.

• J Ma  [may 8] == So the "boosters" are falling sideways for quite a bit? I 
saw some lights here in Texas too and they were moving in a zigzag pattern. 
They said it could've been satellites... riiiiiight

• FinznFowl82 [may 9] == They can come up with some $hit
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Mass UFO Sighting in Hawaii October 24, 2020
“There is good out there” 84 views  Nov 20, 2020

• https://youtu.be/Uk1IQ3bmWHI

• Nov 20, 2020 == A very interesting UFO sighting in Hawaii on October 24, 
2020. A large formation of lights, possibly one single craft, was seen by 
many people on multiple islands. The attempted "explanation" that it was 
the debris of an old rocket breaking up in atmosphere is a laughable joke. 
Objects re-entering the atmosphere are moving at extremely high speeds. 
And burn up very quickly. Think of a shooting star. These lights were 
moving at a relatively low speed and were visible for multiple minutes. It 
should be. obvious to anyone who knows anything about astronomy that 
this is not space debris
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UFO sighting in Honolulu 10/24/20
Mar 5, 2021 https://youtu.be/OC4tPdhcTNA
Travel Adventures With Nick and Jane

• The UFO seen by many over the Hawaiian Islands on Saturday October 
24,2020. This thing flew right over the city of Honolulu. Government & 
news officials say it was a Chinese rocket booster re-entering the 
atmosphere. But a lot of locals think otherwise. It was obviously steering 
itself a fallen rocket booster couldn’t do that right?

• mavi 777 [mar 5] == Awesome
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ufo Location Maui, Hawaii USA Date 25 October 2020

https://youtu.be/DGrEeB_PUdA
• Eric limon -- [April 10, 2021] Resembles some descriptions of 

the Hudson Valley boomerang in my opinion.

https://youtu.be/OC4tPdhcTNA


Social Scene: Strange lights
https://youtu.be/R3PN9pqR-lo

• ohio stin == If the cover story was true, I'm sure they would have warned you in 
advance. Nobody saw it coming, because it was ALIENS!

• Shawn Ehrlich [Jan 2, 2021] == i personally seen it and it wasn't that high in the sky 
like there video. ima tell you first hand this was no reentry of any kind. it was a lot 
lower to the ground so much that i could see the orbs glowing the front orb looked 
like a full moon glowing from the inside. the smaller lights that was in the middle of 
the y shape that it took form too looked like shooting stars.. i put this in my ipad pro 
and did some filtering and definitly was no rocket booster why are they so quick to 
say it's that and not anything else. coverup ? yes of course be a free thinker that $hit 
was like nothing i've ever seen before in my life and i've seen satellites in the early 
morning skies i've seen misfired rockets from vanderburg air force base in cali ive
seen meteors big and small nothing is even comparable to that.

• DJ Koenig [Apr 5] == The blurry pics look like possible space junk falling, but not the 
in-focus video. The lights were all together on a structure. I doubt an old rocket 
booster from 2008 would still have ~40 plus lights still on brightly shining nor would 
a rocket booster have lights, there's no need to have them on a disposable fuel tank.
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background

• Earlier articles related to this phenomenon
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Space Vehicles Arrive -- But Whose? By Jim Oberg 
Special to space.com   : 09:44 am ET 05 November 1999
http://www.space.com/sciencefiction/phenomena/spacejunk_991105.html
Space Vehicles Arrive -- But Whose (jamesoberg.com)

• [E]ven after decades of space operations, many people remain in the dark 
about what space vehicles look like when they come back. 

• Satellite orbits slowly decay into near-circular paths, skimming the upper 
atmosphere. Moving at 8,000 meters per second (~17,000 m.p.h.), they 
begin to flame at an altitude of 110 kilometers (~70 miles ), falling to 80-
100 kilometers (~50-60 miles ) after five to ten minutes. [descent rate 2 to 
4 km per minute].

• At that point, maximum heating and deceleration cause them to break up 
into fragments, which continue their gradual descent for another five or 
ten minutes. Surviving fragments slow to 3,000 meters per second (~6,700 
miles per hour) at a height of about 50 kilometers (~31 miles), where the 
flames die out [descent rate 4 to 8 km per minute].
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https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/r
ead/23631670/ufo-flap-james-oberg

My 1992 letter to 
MUFON arguing   
satellite reentry 

explanation of 
French  UFO Flap 

- James Oberg  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfhpE8NNE40
• JimO: This suggested explanation does absolutely seem to defy common sense. There's no way I would have 

imagined anybody could make such a major misinterpretation. Then I began to find case after case where 
particular types of satellite reentries [large booster stages with lots of high-temp-resistant components] were 
accompanied with consistent eyewitness misinterpretations. A dozen major cases from all over the world are in 
the appendix of my long report on the Oct 24 Hawaii 'mother ship' event. I've posted a link earlier on this site 
and you should be able to find it.

• Laura Curry [3/24/2021] == If you're an awakened soul and see this it's literally the matrix breaking. Yes the sky 
we've seen for years has not been real at times in certain areas. Yes the sky is more mysterious than we know. 
Yes God can send messages in the clouds as well as angels have been seen peaking out behind clouds then 
ducking back in. Aliens are real and have been among us for centuries. That is nothing new lol. But we will 
become more aware. If you have managed to make it this far I'd say you have an open mind. So here's my 
whole point to this comment. Galactic Federation of Light. You're protected and safe. Just stay true to you and 
SPEAK your truth.   

• Laura Curry -- I'm 23 graduated in 2015 and yes I graduated very satisfied with a 3.8. In my experience with 
school I had already required the everyday math and science I use today in elementary. We were taking pre 
algebra in 6th grade. By high school I was learning useless calculus. Something I should have had to learn in 
college. We should be teaching our kids how to figure out who they are and their individual passions and gifts. 
After they learn the gen ed it should be a emotion coaching and life coaching experience up until the age of 18. 
To help them get a grip on what kind of imprint they want to make on the world. But maybe that's too woke for 
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Curry  2 of 3 
• JimO == Laura, do you have any problems with the rocket explanation? Any questions about my report on 

why I am persuaded it really was a satellite reentry?

• Laura Curry = yea it's an obvious lie

• JimO == Can you do better, like explain what evidence makes you decide that?

• Laura Curry = hmmm I'm just gonna throw out some words. If you want the truth you have to research 
yourself. HAARP, Galactic Federation of Light, MK ultra and the great conjunction. Change is here. Stay 
sleep or wake up either way I'm ascending to heaven on earth. You guys can choose the aliens.

• Laura Curry = Satellite reentry but the debris stay collected together moving in an intelligent manner and 
seen on different sides of the country but it's a satellite coming back on to earth? … the debris stay 
falling collected together? Moving side to side, switching directions and in simpler words moving 
intelligently and without the laws of physics. Jim oberg you are a sleeping soul. This matrix is over. You 
have to decide if you can think for yourself or if you just accept what you are told. Either way rapture is 
here and you should focus on self. Goodbye jim. Have a great life.

• Laura Curry == the fact that they paid these two to say it's a rocket. we are not alone people. Aliens and 
angels are in the sky fighting and working with us to take our planet back from the Illuminati/Kabal/New 
World Order. It's all the same group of people. Help them by staying true to what feels right within self 
and treating each other with kindness and consideration. Awakening energies to you all. the New Gaia is 
here.
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Curry 3 of 3
Jo = Yes, that's how reentering satellites that break up have been observed to travel since the dawn 
of the space age. You really need to catch up.

Laura Curry = AND CHANGE DiReCTiOn but still stay in formation? You're literally so sleep it's 
entirely hard to remain respectful of you. Where is your brain? Where you never taught how it 
works? Why are you just okay with accepting what you are told? Why don't you question? Goodbye 
Jim. No one cares. hardly anyone but you even believes this. You're not gonna change me mind as I 
am a freethinker. This is why my generation truly scared the boomers.

jim oberg ==  Any questions about my report on why I am persuaded it really was a satellite 
reentry?

aura Curry == no jim none of us have questions because you seem to be the only one believing this 
funky ass story.

jo: @Laura Curry  -- "You're not gonna change me mind as I am a freethinker." -- Just think about 
how that makes you look in this discussion. A brain armored against contrary arguments doesn’t 
seem 'free' to me.

Lc:;   Jim please honey can you go away. I am a freethinker because I have a brain of my own. 
Because I don't accept what I am told. I analyze it and form my own conclusions I am free because I 
refuse to let fears hold me back  in life. I am free because I have the knowledge of self and the 
knowledge that the power lays within the people not the cabal . Namaste sheepleton your time will 
come to wake up to your truth and power.
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conclusion

• 1

• 2

• 3
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